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A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a large 12-point font.
Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject American Studies - Literature, University of Flensburg,
language: English, abstract: The theme of nature and ecology is occurring throughout the whole novel. This is
why I would like to examine the role of natural environment and surroundings in George Stewart’s novel Earth
Abides. Also I would like to find out which part ecology plays and in which way it influences the characters. For
this examination I found an appropriate book by Fred Waage which deals exactly with the terms I would like to
investigate
This workbook has three main purposes. The first of which is, of course, to improve handwriting skills. This
involves the strengthening of the tiny hand muscles for better grip and control. The second purpose is to
encourage reading of written texts. And the third purpose is to improve your child's understanding of the Bible
by reading and writin
"If now a swell from the Deep has swept over this planetary ship of earth, and I, who alone chanced to find
myself in the furthest stern, as the sole survivor of her crew... What then, my God, shall I do?." The Purple Cloud
is widely hailed as a masterpiece of science fiction and one of the best "last man" novels ever written. A deadly
purple vapor passes over the world and annihilates all living creatures except one man, Adam Jeffson. He
embarks on an epic journey across a silent and devastated planet, an apocalyptic Robinson Crusoe putting
together the semblance of a normal life from the flotsam and jetsam of his former existence. As he descends
into madness over the years, he becomes increasingly aware that his survival was no accident and that his
destiny - and the fate of the human race - are part of a profound, cosmological plan.
An Ethos for Revolutionaries--A Guide to Inner Work for Holistic Change
The World Without Us
Area 51
Angelfall Book IV
Earth Abides
Seven billion people on earth; it was only a matter of time before you discovered the truth. Your legends--your myths and religions--have called us by many
names. Since the beginning, our kind has walked among you as your protectors. We are the only ones who know who you are and why you are here. He
wasn't meant to disappear; you weren't meant to know why. Our objective was clear: hunt them, kill them and leave. Once you know, there will be no going
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back. They will come for you. Are you ready?
A study of what would happen to Earth if the human presence was removed examines our legacy for the planet, from the objects that would vanish without
human intervention to those that would become long-lasting remnants of humankind.
Ninety-five thousand acres of prime timberland and three mills are the Jensen family's crown jewels. In three generations of ownership, the value has
multiplied to over a billion dollars. Nick Jensen is a college graduate and in training to take over, when a wild party turns tragic with a young woman left in
a coma, Nick's father dead, and the family business inherited by Isabella Jensen, Nick's mother and an environmentalist. Their inevitable clash leads to
dividing the business, but Nick borrows from the wrong people and finds himself in a squeeze from which escape seems unlikely. When the Spotted Owl is
listed as Endangered, chaos ensues. Starting in Eugene, Oregon and spreading to the beaches, mountains, forests, and cities here and abroad, the Jensens
struggle with dangerous enemies and valiant dreams. A thrill ride from beginning to end.
Almost the entire population has been wiped out by a major catastrophe. Ish searches to find other survivors and tries to rebuild society.
No Place Like Earth
The Purple Cloud
Across The Face Of The World
Battlefield Earth
The Lost Platoon Book One

A towering masterwork of science fiction adventure and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time, L.
Ron Hubbard's Battlefield Earth opens with breathtaking scope on an Earth dominated for a thousand years by an
alien invader-and man is an endangered species. From the handful of surviving humans a courageous leader
emerges-Jonnie Goodboy Tyler-who challenges the invincible might of the alien Psychlo empire in a battle of epic
scale, danger and intrigue, with the fate of Earth and of the universe in the tenuous balance.
‘Walker is my name and I am the same. Riddley Walker. Walking my riddels where ever theyve took me and walking
them now on this paper the same. There aint that many sir prizes in life if you take noatis of every thing. Every time
will have its happenings out and every place the same. Thats why I finely come to writing all this down. Thinking on
what the idear of us myt be. Thinking on that thing whats in us lorn and loan and oansome.’ Composed in an English
which has never been spoken and laced with a storytelling tradition that predates the written word, RIDDLEY
WALKER is the world waiting for us at the bitter end of the nuclear road. It is desolate, dangerous and harrowing,
and a modern masterpiece.
For seventeen-year-old Lena, living in the trailer park with the rest of town's throwaways isn't exactly paradise.
Dealing with a drunken father who can't keep his fists to himself doesn't help matters either. The only good thing in
her life, other than track, is the mysterious man who visits her dreams, promising to find her. When a chair burns
her arms, Lena chalks it up to stress-induced crazy. Yet as bizarre incidents escalate, even being crazy can't explain
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it all away... until one day dream guy does find her. Tarek lost Lena seventeen years ago after she was accused of
treason and marked Tainted. He finally discovers her reborn on Earth into a life of suffering as punishment for her
crime. However, someone else has already found her... and wants her dead. Willing to sacrifice everything, he fights
to keep her safe so she can live the only life she's ever known-even if that life doesn't include him.
In essence, this story is about how a certain person was searching his bookshelf for something to read and in the
end found a book, which turned out to be the source, from which it is possible to obtain absolutely any kind of
information about absolutely any person. Meaning, information to the smallest particulars and details about what his
or her qualities of personality are, how he or she lives, what he or she really wants to achieve, what he or she hides,
and much more. And, it does not matter, if the subject is some person, who lived in the distant past or lives in the
present or someone, who will live in the future. Since, as it turned out later on, this literary monument is nothing
other than the Catalog of human population. In other words, the encyclopedia of Homo sapiens; in essence, the same
as encyclopedias, reference books for specialists, which contain complete information about representatives of a
particular subspecies of animals, plants, etc. Although at some point, the course of this story turned banal: "bad
guys" from security services, intelligence services, politics decided to not only use this source of knowledge for their
dirty deeds, but also to appropriate it solely for their personal use. And, the way they tried to do this is also banal: by
physically destroying the author of discovery of the Catalog of human population and all of his colleagues. However,
the ending of this story makes it stand out from the category of ordinary spy stories. At least because the main
characters of this story managed to survive not due to favorable concatenation of circumstances or someone’s help,
but thanks to that knowledge, which they discovered in the ancient text, which turned out to be the Catalog of
human population. Of course, such an outcome upset and continues to upset not only the Russian special services,
but also all those people in whose way developers of the Catalog of human population got. And, in this civilization,
there are countless numbers of such people: from psychologists (who become no longer needed by anyone) to
organizers of this civilization themselves. Since from the standpoint of the Catalog of human
population—technogenic civilization without a human, which they lovingly built for many centuries, is simply trash,
to put it mildly, and beneath all criticism. And, they themselves are also trash. However, regular people, who (thanks
to the scientific discovery made by Andrey Davydov) got the source with answers to all of their questions and
individual recipes, now no longer need to pay "experts on the human soul" for being shamelessly fooled. Therefore,
whoever tries to kill developers of the Catalog of human population in the future must know that it is no longer
possible, as they already became part of history of humanity. After all, at the current stage of development, a Homo
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sapiens has only one possibility to continue to live after death, to live through the ages: in the product that he/she
created. And, those, who tried and continue to try to kill them, were nobodies and will remain nobodies, who one day
will cease to exist without leaving a trace. As for organizers of this "civilization"—maybe instead of trying to find
new recipes to destroy "excess billions" and trying to examine human potential using Neanderthal methods, it would
be more reasonable not only to find out the recipe of how to make Homo sapiens a 100% controllable producer and
consumer from the source (which, by the way, seems to have been left to humanity by creators of nature and a
human on this planet), but also how to build a civilization without quotes? After all, it only seems to them that they
are the main deceivers, while in reality they were fooled, and fooled majorly.
Tainted Energy
The Daily Show (The Book)
Book Three in the Touched Series
Riddley Walker
Undisclosed (Undisclosed, Book 1)
The Final Book In The Divinity Saga The Earth is breaking open. The wall between the Spirit and Human realm has begun to
shatter, allowing darkness to seep in and converge like an epidemic. The End Has Begun... Even after setting everything in motion
by attacking Morning Star first, Cam`ael finally has everything that he's ever wanted in his existence; Starling's love and a family.
Cam`ael's happiness is short-lived when he's finally given the harsh and inexplicable truth about why Starling has always been
such a unique Chosen. A Fiery Will... Shortly after giving birth, Starling begins to realize what must be done in order to save the
world and the future of their children. But having made the the promise to Cam`ael of never sacrificing herself for him, how can she
risk it? While the Elders and other warriors see her as a traitor, her friends begin to see her as something more. In every battle and
every war there will be sacrifices and betrayals, but if darkness prevails- light will cease to exist.
Set in Denver, Colorado, and the western foothills, Van Pelt's first novel is both a coming-of-age tale as 15-year-old Eric searches
for his father, and a story of Eric's search 60 years later for hope in the midst of disaster in a world of blood bandits, feral children,
and an insane militia.
The classic apocalyptic novel that stunned the world.
In this profound ecological fable, a mysterious plague has destroyed the vast majority of the human race. Isherwood Williams, one
of the few survivors, returns from a wilderness field trip to discover that civilization has vanished during his absence. Eventually he
returns to San Francisco and encounters a female survivor who becomes his wife. Around them and their children a small
community develops, living like their pioneer ancestors, but rebuilding civilization is beyond their resources, and gradually they
return to a simpler way of life. A poignant novel about finding a new normal after the upheaval of a global crisis.
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In The Earth Abides The Flame
The Role of Environment in George Stewarts “Earth Abides”
The Jaguar Smile
SHAN HAI JING—A BOOK COVERED WITH BLOOD
Holy Bible

As Limbo falls, a new prisoner emerges from the Forbidden area cave of the Seventh Circle. The demons
are closing in on the dwarf Clavius and all allies of the fugitive prisoner. Chiron is pressed to control the
unrest by his centaur kind against the newly arrived humans to his circle, and the miners join the ranks
of the fugitives while attempting to assist Clavius and the newcomer, John Moore, who has been caught
up in the tumult against his wishes. A new guest, and a more ancient fugitive of Hell arrives at the river
Phlegethon, throwing off the fragile balance of Chiron's circle once and for all. In the midst of the chaos,
a connection between John Moore and the new prisoner is revealed, and new allies are found in the
journey to escape Hell. Can they make it or will the Fallen discover their attempt at freedom? This is
Book IV. Book V, the finale of The AngelFall Series will be available in June 2013.
Three young children, Mal, Ari and Martha, have been "touched" and are in possession of enormous
talents, bestowed on them by a chance encounter with the Young Master. Now Ari, Mal and Martha find
themselves in the wrong place and time because Ari has done the unthinkable, resulting in a perpetual
red dawn. But that is the least of their worries! Ari is on the run, while Mal and Martha attempt to keep
their enemy at bay. The Strange Man is back and he's got even more sinister tricks up his sleeve ...
Where did the Swarm come from? Who are the mysterious Tesla's who speak of the Ancients?
Devastated by World War III, then an alien invasion coupled with Danse Macabre, a deadly virus attack,
Earth is almost completely depopulated. The land is devastated. The sky is dark with nuclear winter.
Despite the Swarm's invasion ultimately being defeated, billions of humans were taken on board the
Battle Core, infecting it and then wiped out when it plunged into the sun to prevent further infecting the
Swarm. The remnants of the invaders, monsters out of humanity's worst nightmares, prowl the dark,
shrouded landscape. The mothership, containing the Chosen has disappeared into Faster Than Light
Transit to an unknown destination. The survivors, including former Green Beret Mike Turcotte, the
young Metabols in their biodome, Nosferatu and Nekhbet, the last of the Elders, and others are
scattered and in despair. Most strangely, though, is another group: the Fades. The humans who did not
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become Chosen or Metabols but also didn't die. Who are they? What are they? There seems to be no
hope. But forces dormant for millions of years are beginning to stir. Because the Earth Abides.
Returning from a field trip, Isherwood Williams discovers that a mysterious plague has destroyed human
civilization during his absence and makes his way to San Francisco, where he finds a few survivors who
build a small community, living like their pioneer ancestors. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
The Birth of Earth! - Fun Facts about the Forces That Shaped Planet Earth. Earth Science for Kids Children's Earth Sciences Books
A Story of the Near and Far Future
Last and First Men
The Earth Abides Forever
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
David Werden wants nothing more than to lead a quiet, ordinary life. But his world is turned upside down when an
unknown event changes the face of the planet. Realizing he cannot live alone in the ruins of the old world, and compelled
by a strange internal force to reach the sea, he sets out on foot, carrying what he can, struggling against the harsh postapocalyptic environment to search out others who may still be alive. Thrust into the leadership of a band of survivors,
David struggles to scratch out the necessities of life while dealing with the staggering destruction and overwhelming
sense of loss - and begins to understand the tragic and marvelous events that have occurred to the planet and to
humanity itself. Finding love and betrayal, he must fight those who cling to the old world with all their strength and those
who wish to stamp out the growing number of people coming to terms with their new levels of perception and insight into
the Universal Mind.
Best known for his 1949 post-apocalyptic thriller Earth Abides, George R. Stewart (1895-1980) spent a lifetime wandering
the American landscape and writing books about its geography and history. An English professor at the University of
California at Berkeley, the exceptional scholar-author penned some of the most remarkable literary works of the 20th
century, inventing several types of books along the way--including the road-geography book, micro-history, micro-novel,
place-name history, ecological history, and the ecological novel. By weaving human and natural sciences and history into
his books Stewart created works with a multi-disciplinary perspective on events and places that influenced numerous
other writers, artists, and scientists, including Stephen King, Greg Bear, and Page Stegner. This volume considers
George R. Stewart's rich oeuvre while chronicling a life-long quest to uncover the deepest truths about the man and his
work.
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A vision to address our environment, economy, politics, culture, and to catalyze the radical whole-system change we
need now Recasting current problems as emergent opportunities, Terry Patten offers creative responses, practices, and
conscious conversations for tackling the profound inner and outer work we must do to build an integral future. In practical
and personal terms, he discusses how we can all become active agents of a transformation of human civilization and why
that is necessary to our continued survival. Patten's narrative focuses on two aspects of existence--our dynamic but
fractured and threatened world, and our underlying wholeness and unity. Only by honoring both of these realities
simultaneously can we make sustainable changes in ourselves, our communities, our body politic, and our planetary lifesupport system. A New Republic of the Heart provides a comprehensive understanding and inspiring vision for "being the
change" in a way that can address the most intractable problems of our time. Patten shows how we can come together in
our communities for conversations that matter and describes new communities, enterprises, and forms of dialogue that
integrate both inner personal growth work with outer awareness, activism, and service.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched
the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23
Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players
themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen
Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John
and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for
all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession,
rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted
source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change
in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton,
feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their
memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off
the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
A Novel of Hell
A Saga of the Year 3000
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Gone to Earth (Musaicum Rediscovered Classics)
A Literary Biography of the Author of Earth Abides
A Microhistory of the Final Attack at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863
Hazel Woodus is a innocent gypsy girl living in the woods in the company of the wounded animals in her rural surroundings.
Unfortunately for Hazel, she is not blessed with the presence in her life of a partner who can share both the physical and spiritual
aspects of life with her. Her innocent exuberance catches the eye of the kindly minister, Edward Marston, and the cruel squire, Jack
Reddin. She eventually marries Edward, but their love remains unconsummated as Edward feels he must preserve her innocence and
suppress his own desires. But Hazel has desires of her own which she doesn't understand, and she starts finding herself drawn to
Reddin's power and virility.
The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is extinct. Brant and Arsha are synthetics, machines made in the image
of people. They dream of bringing humans back into the world and have the technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their way are
mounting. Not only are their own conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but now the sinister Marauders are closing in as they
seek revenge on Brant. Out in the wasteland, strange lights and mysterious objects in the sky herald the arrival of new factions that
seek to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of their own city, malevolent forces are beginning to unfurl that threaten the
sanctity of everything they hold dear, jeopardising the future that is within their grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book 1 - After the
Winter: amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
From a tiny snowbound village, five men and women begin a dangerous quest to challenge darkness, fulfill a prophecy and change
the course of their world's history. For 2000 years, Kannwar, the Immortal Destroyer, Lord of Bhrudwo, has been planning revenge
on the Most High. Mahnum has escaped the Destroyer's prison, but on his way home to Loulea, he and his wife are captured. His
sons, Leith and Hal, set off in pursuit with a small group of villagers to free their parents and to warn their world of the coming war.
But not all of the Company agree that so few can make a difference.or think that anyone will listen to them. Across the Face of the
World is a remarkable feat of storytelling - a dazzling epic from a stunning new talent.
1st Place Gold Award in the 2015 Feathered Quill Book Program for Science Fiction/Fantasy! Finalist in the 2014 Book Pipeline
Contest! Travel to the future - it will only cost you everyone you love. Attacked and injected with a drug which slows his metabolism
to a fraction of normal, Martin James becomes an unwilling time traveler who hurtles through the years. His children grow up, his
wife grows older, and his only hope is finding the people who injected him in the first place- not an easy task when one day for
Martin lasts four years. And while Martin James strives to find a cure before everyone he loves is gone, others are uncertain if his
journey can be stopped at all. W. Lawrence weaves a dystopian future filled with the best and worst of humanity, highlights the
blessings and curses of technology, and pushes the limits of faith and hopelessness. Above all, Syncing Forward is a tale of one man's
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love for his family, and their devotion to saving him from being lost forever.
The Story Of Developers Of The Catalog Of Human Population
Alas, Babylon
U.S. 40: Cross Section of the United States of America
Earth Abides (simplified)
The Life and Truth of George R. Stewart
“Compulsive reading—a wonderful account, both scholarly and gripping, of a horrifying episode in the history of the west.”
—Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. The tragedy of the Donner party constitutes one of the most amazing stories of the American
West. In 1846 eighty-seven people—men, women, and children—set out for California, persuaded to attempt a new
overland route. After struggling across the desert, losing many oxen, and nearly dying of thirst, they reached the very
summit of the Sierras, only to be trapped by blinding snow and bitter storms. Many perished; some survived by resorting
to cannibalism; all were subjected to unbearable suffering. Incorporating the diaries of the survivors and other
contemporary documents, George Stewart wrote the definitive history of that ill-fated band of pioneers; an astonishing
account of what human beings may endure and achieve in the final press of circumstance.
A child's dream takes us on a journey through space. The child looks for a place to land while exploring each planet, but
some are too hot, some are too cold, and some are just made of liquid and gas. Only planet Earth is just right. Fun
rhyming text introduces children to each planet and basic facts about it. The text is accompanied by stunning images of a
rocket traveling through the solar system, interspersed by close up images of each planet in order. While each planet is
amazing in its own way, there is only one we can call home. If parents choose, this can be the start to a conversation
about how we can take better care of our planet. Visit lorifettner.wordpress.com/no-place-like-earth/ to see sample pages
from the interior.
A light to defy darkness . Battered and bruised, suffering grievous loss, the Company enters the great city of Instruere.
they have to warn the Council of Faltha of the Destroyer's threat, and have no idea of the depth of treachery that awaits
them. Bhrudwo's tentacles go far deeper into Faltha than any of the Company realises . they find Instruere to be a city
divided against itself, and the Watchers are nowhere to be found. then the arrival of a disturbing stranger ignites the
political and religious tensions in the city beyond control. Only one thing could unite a land wracked with such mistrust.
But can it be found? Or is the Jugom Ark merely a legend? 'Rivals the Lord of the Rings with its sense of scale and
grandeur' - Ian Brodie, author of the Lord of the Rings Location Guidebook
This book covers a critical part of the Battle of Gettysburg.
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The Story of the Donner Party
Divinity
Realm of Annihilation: Book Four
Homo Luminous
To Stand in the Breach
In the steamy jungles of West Africa, a Marine Reconnaissance platoon races against time to save the lives of American
citizens caught in a bloody civil war. One recon team arrives at a mission only to find they are too late. The missionaries
had been burned to death while strung up crucifix style. Realizing that the rebels intend to kill all of the missionaries in
the region, the Marines race through the jungle in an attempt to beat the rebels to another nearby mission before they
can kill the missionaries there. The Marines arrive just in time to see the guerrillas enter the mission compound and
begin killing mission workers. The recon team opens fire and the situation escalates. They successfully push the rebels
back into the jungle. Gathering the mission workers, including the mission's doctor, Ellen McKenzie, they flee into the
jungle. While on the run, the hospital corpsman, Sean Austin, finds himself struggling with his feelings for the young
missionary doctor. Traveling day and night they arrive at the platoon's harbor site. While waiting for helicopters to
evacuate the Americans to a waiting ship, the group stumbles onto a large underground crypt left by an ancient
civilization. A tropical hurricane forces the Americans to take shelter within the crypt; they discover it is actually a portal
to another world. Transported to the middle of a lopsided battle, the group is forced to choose sides and fight against a
huge medieval army. Once the great battle is over, the reality of this new world leaves the sojourners from earth
conflicted and searching for answers about reality, God, and eternity. Sean is particularly conflicted about his life as a
prodigal and his attraction to Dr. McKenzie. Into the Breach is a war of ideals, a war between living a good life and living
an obedient life. Lliam Morgan takes the reader through adventure after adventure while unraveling our calling, not to
be right, but to be obedient.
Support the author more by purchasing direct from his CreateSpace Store: RISE OF THE DIBOR https:
//www.createspace.com/3618531 THE LION VRIE https: //www.createspace.com/3649857 ATHERA'S DAWN https:
//www.createspace.com/3723285 This newly edited 2nd edition of the 2006 debut, brought to you by Spearhead Books,
includes a revised map, page layout, and first ever "From the Author" section. Visit spearheadbooks.com and
christopherhopper.com today! DESCRIPTION: Read the story that turned children into warriors, and warriors into
legends. The Dairne-Reih haven't been seen in Dionia for generations-their kind and their king, Morgui, banished long
ago from haunting paradise. But when creation shows signs of deterioration, the kings of the seven realms converge in
the sacred Gvindollion gathering to arrive at one inexplicable conclusion: Morgui has returned. In the hopes of
entrusting Dionia's brave history and perilous future to a generation that has never known war, the kings decide to raise
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up their young sons as an elite group of warriors, known only as the Dibor. Gorn, legendary hero of the First Battle, is
commissioned to teach the Dibor the art of war, leading them on a four-year adventure on the Isle of Kirstell. It is Luik,
son of Lair, who soon emerges as the warband's spirited front man. But he is not the only one of his peers to grow in
power; his dear friend Fane discovers hidden abilities among the Mosfar under the mentorship of Li-Saide of Ot, while
Princess Anorra finds that her lifelong tutor knows as much about combat as he does about etiquette. There is little
time for the Dibor to enjoy the satisfaction of graduation, however, as a sinister plot is discovered to dethrone Dionia's
kings and flatten the capital city of Adriel. The Dibor are summoned to war, along with the rest of Dionia's fighting men.
It is before the gates of Adriel Palace that Luik and his army face Morgui's prince, Valdenil, as well as the unending
ranks of the Dairne-Reih.
First published in 1949, award-winning Earth Abides is one of the most influential science-fiction novels of the twentieth
century. It remains a fresh, provocative story of apocalyptic pandemic, societal collapse, and rebirth. The cabin had
always been a special retreat for Isherwood Williams, a haven from the demands of society. But one day while hiking,
Ish was bitten by a rattlesnake, and the solitude he had so desired took on dire new significance. He was sick for
days—and often delirious—waking up to find two strangers peering in at him from the cabin door. Yet oddly, instead of
offering help, the two ran off as if terrified. Not long after, the coughing began. Ish suffered chills and fever, and a
measles-like rash on his skin. He was one of the few people in the world to live through that peculiar malady, but he
didn't know it then. Ish headed home when he finally felt himself again—and noticed the strangeness almost
immediately. No cars passed him on the road; the gas station not far from his cabin looked abandoned; and he was
shocked to see the body of a man on the roadside near a small town. Without a radio or phone, Ish had no idea of
humanity’s abrupt demise. He had escaped death, yet could not escape the catastrophe—and with an eerie detachment
he found himself curious as to how long it would be before all traces of civilization faded from Earth.
Syncing Forward
Summer of the Apocalypse
Rise of the Dibor
Pickett's Charge
A Nicaraguan Journey
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